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Abstract 
We present a method to integrate multiple implementations of a machine learning algorithm in Kepler 
actors.  This feature enables the user to compare accuracy and scalability of various implementations 
of a machine learning technique without having to change the workflow.  These actors are based on 
the Execution Choice actor.  They can be incorporated into any workflow to provide machine learning 
functionality.  We describe a use case where actors that provide several implementations of k-means 
clustering can be used in a workflow to process sensor data from weather stations for predicting 
wildfire risks. 
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1 Introduction 
Machine learning techniques present an approach for analyzing data to discover relationships and 
uncover hidden patterns.  Machine learning can be applied to any scientific problem to gain insight 
into the processes captured in the data.  We are developing a module in Kepler that allows users to 
incorporate machine learning functionality into a workflow.  In this demonstration paper, we present 
actors from that module which provide a machine learning method based on different 
implementations.  This feature offers an integrated view of a machine learning technique and enables 
the user to compare accuracy and scalability for various implementations of an algorithm without 
having to change the workflow. 
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2 Approach 
To present our approach, we start with the description of the machine learning algorithm we are 
modeling in Kepler, followed by descriptions of the actors that implement this algorithm. 
2.1 k-means Clustering 
The algorithm that we are interested in modeling is k-means clustering [4].  This is a technique used to 
segment samples into k clusters such that the sum of squares from samples to the assigned clusters’ 
centers is minimized.  In other words, the objective function of k-means is as follows: 
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where  is an n-dimensional sample, Si is one of k sets of grouped samples, and  is the mean of 
samples in Si. 
k-means uses an iterative method to alternatively assign samples to clusters and update the cluster 
centers.  The standard k-means algorithm assigns samples to clusters based on the smallest Euclidean 
distance between a sample and each cluster center.  The initial cluster centers are randomly selected.  
Since clustering results are sensitive to initial conditions, several random starts are commonly used to 
obtain the most optimal results for a given value of k.  The algorithm stops when the assignment of 
samples to clusters no longer changes or the specified maximum number of iterations has been 
reached.   
2.2 Execution Choice Actor 
The actor that we have implemented in Kepler to perform k-means clustering is called kmeans-all 
(“kmeans” for the algorithm, and “all” for all implementations).  This actor is an instance of the 
Execution Choice actor.  The Execution Choice actor allows for the use of different sub-workflows to 
implement a particular functionality.  Each sub-workflow is independent of the others, and can use 
different tools to implement the same functionality represented by the Execution Choice actor.  The 
Execution Choice actor is available in Kepler as part of the bioKepler1 suite, which contains actors for 
bioinformatics applications. 
2.3 kmeans-all Actor 
Being an instance of the Execution Choice actor, kmeans-all allows for different implementations of 
k-means clustering.  As currently implemented, kmeans-all offers k-means clustering based on four 
different machine learning platforms:  R, MLlib, Mahout, and KNIME.   
R2  is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics.  It is a widely used 
application for statistical analysis and machine learning.     
MLlib3  is a scalable machine learning library built on Spark, which is a general framework for 
cluster computing.  Spark uses a distributed in-memory architecture that provides fast and scalable 
processing of iterative operations, which is ideal for machine learning algorithms.  Spark and MLlib 
have received much attention in the machine learning community recently due to their offering of 
machine learning algorithms that can scale up to very large datasets.   
 
                                                            
1 bioKepler:  http://www.biokepler.org/ 
2 R:  https://cran.r-project.org/ 
3 MLlib:  http://spark.apache.org/mllib/ 
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Mahout4  is another scalable machine learning library.  Most of Mahout’s machine learning 
algorithms are implemented on top of Apache Hadoop using the map-reduce programming paradigm.  
Although Mahout has now incorporated Spark into its newer algorithms, the implementation of k-
means that we use in our kmeans-all actor is based on map-reduce. 
KNIME5  is a data analytics platform that provides a graphical user interface-based approach to 
modeling.  KNIME offers modules for data input/output, analysis, and visualization.  Using a drag-
and-drop approach, KNIME users can put together these modules in a workflow.   
At the top level, kmeans-all presents a very simple workflow that takes as input a text file of 
samples, performs k-means clustering, and outputs the sum-of-squares error (SSE), cluster sizes, and 
cluster centers. Figure 1 shows kmeans-all at the top level.  Parameters that are common across all 
implementations of k-means, such as the number of clusters and number of iterations, are available in 
  
 
Figure 1: Top level of kmeans-all actor 
 
the Shared Options tab in kmeans-all.  Input and output file parameters can also be specified in the 
Shared Options tab since they are used by all implementation choices.  In addition, the choice of 
implementation to use for clustering can be specified using the drop-down menu for the Choice 
parameter.  Parameters specific to each implementation can be specified in implementation-specific 
tabs.  Right-clicking on kmeans-all and selecting “Open Actor” allows navigation to the sub-
workflows of the different implementations.  The R implementation of k-means is shown in Figure 2. 
This sub-workflow uses the following components: 
• ReadTable:  Uses R’s readtable() to read in the input data. 
• kmeans:  Uses R’s rpart() to perform k-means clustering. 
• clusplot:  Uses R’s clustplot() to plot cluster samples and centers. 
• radialPlot:  Uses various R commands to create a plot of the cluster center values. 
The sum-of-squares error, cluster sizes, and cluster centers are output from the kmeans actor, and 
passed back to the top level of kmeans-all for display. 
Figure 3 shows the MLlib implementation of k-means.  In our machine learning module, we have 
actors that use MLlib’s APIs to implement machine learning algorithms. The CreateVectorRDD actor 
creates a vector of RDDs from the input data.  An RDD (resilient distributed dataset) is a 
programming abstraction in Spark used to represent a logical collection of items that can be distributed 
across multiple nodes and processed in parallel.  This vector of RDDs is then passed to the 
KMeansModel actor, which uses MLlib’s API to implement k-means clustering.  As with all sub- 
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workflows, the resulting sum-of-squares error, cluster centers, and cluster sizes are passed back to the 
top level of kmeans-all for display. 
 
 
Figure 2:  R sub-workflow in kmeans-all actor 
 
Figure 3:  MLlib sub-workflow in kmeans-all actor 
For brevity, we will only briefly describe the remaining sub-workflows here.  The Mahout sub-
workflow uses a series of command-line calls to Mahout to perform k-means clustering.  These actors 
convert the input data in a text file to the format that Mahout requires, perform k-means clustering, 
and convert the results to text.  The results are then parsed and post-processed to get the sum-of-
squares error, cluster sizes, and cluster centers, which are passed back to the top level of kmeans-all. 
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For the KNIME sub-workflow, a separate KNIME workflow for k-means clustering is built outside 
of Kepler.  This KNIME workflow is then invoked within Kepler with a command-line call to KNIME 
using the External Execution actor. The results from the KNIME workflow are then parsed and post-
processed to get the desired output for the top level of the kmeans-all actor. 
The demo workflow as shown in Figure 1 above is available in Kepler as part of bioKepler 1.2. 
bioKepler 1.2 is distributed with Spark 1.5.0, thus the MLlib sub-workflow of kmeans-all requires no 
additional software.  To execute the R, KNIME, and Mahout sub-workflows, the corresponding 
software would need to be installed.  The kmeans-all demo workflow was implemented using R 3.1.3, 
KNIME 2.11.2, and Mahout 0.9. 
 
2.4 kmeans-all-apply Actor 
In most machine learning tasks, there are two phases:  the training phase in which the model is built 
from the data, and the test phase in which the model is applied to new data, i.e., data that was not used 
for training the model.  The kmeans-all actor described above implements the training phase.  Another 
Kepler actor, kmeans-all-apply, implements the test phase where the model is applied to new data.  
The kmeans-all-apply actor has a similar design as the kmeans-all actor, using the Execution Choice 
actor as a base to provide different implementations for applying a clustering model. 
3 Application 
kmeans-all and kmeans-all-apply can be used in any workflow in which clustering is needed. The 
availability of several implementations of k-means allows the user to compare accuracy results as well 
as scalability of these different implementations.  Accuracy is, of course, a must-have requirement of 
any machine learning technique.  But scalability is also important as dataset size increases.  With 
kmeans-all and kmeans-apply-all, the user can compare both accuracy and speedup results between R 
and KNIME, which are familiar tools but with limited scalability, and scalable implementations 
provided by MLlib and Mahout, which are intended for distributed processing but are newer tools. 
A use case that we are working on is WIFIRE, which is a project to build an end-to-end cyber-
infrastructure for wildfire modeling and prediction [2].  One of the data sources for WIFIRE is sensor 
data from weather stations.  Clustering can be applied to this sensor data to categorize and detect 
weather patterns associated with Santa Ana conditions [3], which greatly increase the wildfire risks of 
a region.  With the kmeans-all actor, the user can compare clustering results using R and MLlib on a 
dataset that can fit into memory.  For larger datasets, the MLlib implementation can be selected.  The 
only change to switch between implementations is to specify the implementation choice for the Choice 
parameter in kmeans-all.  Thus, the same workflow can be used for datasets of any size, using the 
appropriate algorithm implementation, without having to change the workflow. 
 
4 Related Work 
Several products exist that provide a GUI-driven workflow approach to machine learning.  Two of the 
more popular of these are KNIME and RapidMiner6.  Both have open-source versions of their 
products.  However, for execution on big data platforms such as Hadoop7 and Spark, both products 
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require a commercial version or extension.  In addition, RapidMiner and KNIME are both dedicated to 
predictive analytics.  These products provide a workflow approach for activities centered on data 
analysis and machine learning, not for general scientific activities, which is the goal for Kepler. 
     PILOT (Ptolemy Inference, Learning, and Optimization Toolkit) [1] is a machine learning toolkit 
implemented on top of Ptolemy II8, which is the actor-oriented design framework that also forms the 
foundation for Kepler.  PILOT provides state-space modeling and Bayesian inference techniques that 
can be applied to online robotic and control applications.  As currently implemented, Ptolemy II, and 
thus PILOT, do not support parallel processing of very large datasets such as with Hadoop and Spark. 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
We have presented an approach to integrate alternative implementations of a machine learning 
technique in a workflow.  This allows the user to compare accuracy and scalability results for various 
implementations of a machine learning algorithm without having to change the workflow. 
As described above, kmeans-all and kmeans-all-apply can be used to build and apply a single 
clustering model.  In the WIFIRE use case, they can be used to perform cluster analysis on a single 
weather station at a time.  Kepler provides a way to apply data parallelism to a problem using the 
Distributed Data Parallel (DDP) Director [5].  We plan to use the DDP Director to add parallel 
processing to kmeans-all and kmeans-all-apply in order to construct and apply multiple models at 
once.  Referring back to the WIFIRE use case, we can apply data parallelism in order to cluster data 
from multiple weather stations at the same time with kmeans-all, and to apply these models to new 
data from several weather stations simultaneously with kmeans-all-apply.   
The objective of our machine learning module in Kepler is to provide a way to incorporate 
machine learning functionality in general into a workflow.  To this end, we have created actors to 
implement other machine learning algorithms in addition to k-means.  In the WIFIRE use case, scaling 
the sample values is beneficial so that no one feature dominates the clustering, and handling samples 
with missing values is important since some clustering algorithms do not work with incomplete cases.  
Thus, we have created actors to perform these operations and have included them in the WIFIRE 
workflow.  Our goal is to offer a variety of machine learning techniques for prediction, descriptive 
analysis, as well as for data preparation tasks such as scaling.  Any of these actors can be enhanced to 
integrate several implementations similar to kmeans-all and kmeans-all-apply as the need arises. 
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